**PROGRAM**

22-06-25

**CAMPUS CULTURE FESTIVAL**

TU Dresden and the Student Services will present the 22nd Campus Culture Festival with a live and virtual offering of over 160 events. The program spans 22 days and includes the following areas: Music, Dance, Art, Theatre, Poetry Slam and more. From the most well-known DJs to backyard bands, from the most visually stunning paintings to the most captivating theatre performances.

---

**CALLING OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

This program offers a guided tour through the original buildings of the Görges-Bau, the Office for Academic Heritage and the Museum of University History.

**EXHIBITION 1: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The Görges-Bau building will be filled with music. What exactly they will play is yet to be decided, but you can expect the SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE to explore the connections between art and science.

**EXHIBITION 2: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 3: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

TU DRESDEN'S FOLKLORE DANCE ENSEMBLE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 4: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

TU DRESDEN'S FOLKLORE DANCE ENSEMBLE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 5: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 6: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 7: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 8: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 9: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 10: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 11: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 12: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 13: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 14: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 15: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 16: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 17: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 18: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 19: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 20: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 21: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 22: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 23: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 24: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 25: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 26: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 27: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 28: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 29: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 30: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 31: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 32: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 33: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 34: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.

**EXHIBITION 35: THE GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE**

SLUB's GALLERY OF THE OFFICE FOR ACADEMIC HERITAGE

The genres on show range from hip-hop and modern to theatrical dance and choreographed German folk.